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Premises 

 Fund-raising is of prime importance today for any business to succeed, be it a large 

company targeting growth, a mid-size company targeting enhancement of facilities 

or be it a  looking for better cash flow management.  

 Fundraising is a challenge for many companies as it requires an in-depth study from 

both the sides, promoter and the investor, to come together with a common vision 

and mission. 

Vision 

Together we build your “Future with a Difference” 

Mission 

Our Goal and Mission is to create our ISF Exchange as a revolutionary platform in the 

pursuit of eliminating email fraud and enable a strong call tracking as well. 

 

Introduction 

 ISF Exchange is the ultimate product in the product line of ISF Analytica & 

Informatica Private Limited.  

 The product provides a platform to companies to raise funds from the investors 

listed on the platform.  

 It also provides the investors excellent opportunity to invest in high risk high returns 

kind of companies and ideas. 

 

Stakeholders 
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Business Model 

Start-up exchange, the next in line in the suite of the module of ISF Analytica & Informatica 

Pvt. Ltd., enables to exactly solve this problem in the following way.  

1. Creates an information memorandum as a teaser for the investor 

2. Creates a proper pitch deck for the investor presentation 

3. Creates a detailed project report for deep dive 

4. Creates a financial and marketing strategy model  

All this is done by the previous applications in the ISF suite and is passed on as a docket to 

the Start-up Exchange.  

 

THE ISF  EXCHANGE’s primary services include: 
 Fundraising: Through our product Pitch Deck, we prepare companies to be fully 

ready to pitch to investors. The investors can invest into the companies listed on the 

ISF  Exchange through the platform itself. 

Getting the funds on the table is a challenge as it requires an in-depth study from the 

sides, promoter and the investor, to come together with a common vision and 

mission. 

 Exchange: The platform has trading enabled wherein multiple investors can trade 

the ownership with each other 

 Due Diligence: Once a set of matches are shortlisted, the  Exchange comes out for 

the promoters with a probable list of investors and for the investors, it shows a 

probable list of projects that they may like to invest 

 Match Making: The most important feature that Exchange addresses is the 

matchmaking process which is dependent on Sector matching Quantum of fund 

required versus the investors’ risk appetite Nature & type of funding.  
Based on various factors such as investor risk appetite, nature of funding etc., our 

Artificial Intelligence engine gives suggestions and matches the investors with 

suitable companies. 

 

The core of any businesses today is transaction management and it will certainly comprise of the 

following four features of bidding, buying, selling and settlement. So ISF has created a core model 

for the four transaction elements as show below 
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Hence the core connect with any transactions are in the above four steps. Now the design 

framework embodies this concept and takes it forward to build a generic transaction model. The 

platform where this takes place is called an Exchange. In nutshell ISF design is to build an exchange 

template. 

 On top of this design is build the large amount of derived features like registration, due diligence, 

valuation, wallet opening, account opening, match making and closing procedures which is explained 

step by step.  

On-boarding Process 

On-boarding of both buyers and sellers is one of the key steps that include registration-due-

diligence-valuation. There are two types of on-boarding:- 

1. Project On-boarding (Promoter side) 

2. Investor On-boarding (Investor side) 

Registration 

Registration of both the buyer and the seller are essential for any transaction to happen. The ISF 

design clearly addresses the proper registration of both the buyer and seller with the information 

being captured and analysed for KYC and Compliances.  

The registration process is a step by step information collection and analysis on the authenticity of 

the data through various verification and validation process as 

1. Identity verification 

2. Address/ Location information capture (Proof of residence) 

3. Background checks 

4. Proof of source of funds (Legal checks and balances)  

5. Proof of business (Application of funds – Financial checks and balances) 

6. Knowledge of Business (Business Plan, Financial Model) 

7. Execution Team 
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Approval for on-boarding 

After the data is captured during the registration process, the approval process kicksoff wherein the 

data is seen in the approval list of the administrator. Once approved by the administrator,  

1. The promoter needs to upload the second set of documents namely, 

a. Memorandum of understanding 

b. Non-disclosure agreement 

c. Information memorandum 

d. Pitch deck 

e. Enterprise architecture plan 

f. Business strategy plan 

g. Financial strategy plan 

h. Marketing strategy plan 

i. Whitepaper 

j. Prospectus (if filing with regulator) 

2. The investor needs to upload the second set of documents namely, 

a. Memorandum of understanding 

b. Non-disclosure agreement 

c. Proof of being an accredited investor 

d. Proof of source of funds 

Once these documents are uploaded, the files are sent to the legal team for assessment and 

approval. The next step of approval would be coming finally from the board of directors. 

Due Diligence 

Due Diligence, which is one of the most important aspect and the basis on which a transaction is 

conducted, is imperative to be conducted as part of the system verification and validation process as 

well as part of compliances. ISF design has taken care of the same by putting a proper design 

thinking behind it and create a proper financial model that checks the system with 31 financial ratios 

under 5 categories namely liquidity, leverage, turnover, profitability and valuation. 

Valuation 

One of the most important requirements for any project on-boarding is the valuation of the 

company or the project on which the investor is going to invest. Investors are keen to know that the 

investment made in a particular project would be profitable and would give a good return on 

investment. 

How is valuation carried out by a platform is the most important process and defines the quality of 

the platform itself. There are different models of valuation right from 

1. Dividend discount model (DDM) 

2. Discounted cashflow model (DCF) 

3. Free flow to company (FCFF) 

4. Free flow to equity (FCFE) 
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Apart from using any of the above models what is required is the Net Present Value (NPV) of the 

project and the Internal Rate of Return (IRR). A calculation of Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR), a Cost 

Breakdown Analysis to calculate the breakeven point (BEP) essentially drives the fundamental 

valuation of the project. 

The financial model derives the right valuation of the company which as well takes into accounts 

parameters like revenue, reserves, good will, customer base, order book and inventory also adds to 

the valuation of the company. 

All the above with a weighted average calculation determines the true valuation of a company.  

Investment and Trading 

Investment is a type of transaction which is long-term in nature and has two parties involved namely 

the promoter and the investor. Investment occurs into a company based on the type of investment, 

sectors, stage, investment amount, phase and so on. The fund raising process initiates the 

investment process and this is done by the administrator based on requests put by the promoters to 

aid the fund raising.  

Trading on the other hand happens on the trade markets in the trading platform. Here investors 

participate to trade a particular company shares on the trading platform. Based on the performance 

of the company determined by the fundamentals of the company and the technical analysis, 

investors buy or sell on the trading platform.  

A listed company can be traded if and only if it has been able to start performing as a company. The 

trading flag is used to indicate whether the trading can be performed for a particular share of a 

company. Look for more details in the match-making section below. 

Account Management Process 

The account management process involves three steps …  

1. Wallet & Vault opening 

2. Agreement 

3. Account opening and management 

One of the most essential steps for any transactions to happen to have a place holder for the money 

being transacted and the associated agreement being put in place to enable the transaction. 

Wallet & Vault Opening 

Wallet form the place wherein funds are added or deducted and Vault is the place where in the 

associated agreement can be stored. In a digital form this means to have an eWallet and an eVault 

to be opened. Similarly the agreement can be digitally stored as a smart contract. 

Agreement or Contract 

An agreement of contract is nothing but an understand between the buyer and the seller with a legal 

binding in front of an witness, signed by all the three concerned parties. Any breach in agreement 

may be cause for legal actions as decided in the agreement itself and may be referred if required to 

the court of law. In the digital form it is as well called as smart contract. 
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Normally a smart contract determines the process or methodology that would be followed to 

execute a transaction. In todays’ digital world technologies like blockchain comes into play to 

execute a transaction. Blockchain enables the system to be transparent, immutable and secure. 

Account Management Process 

Once the wallet and vaults are opened the agreement can be drawn out and the transaction is 

possible better the buyer and the seller with the account balances being updated according to the 

transaction like add amount, deduct amount, add fee, deduct fee, update balance, etc. in each other 

accounts.  

Simultaneously, if and as when required the agreement should be made to append, modify and 

delete clauses based on the agreement between the buyer and the seller. An agreement may hold a 

definite timeline and drawdown schedule based on the understanding between the buyer and the 

seller. If an agreement goes null and void based on either the expiry or the changing conditions, it 

would be dropped from the vault.    

Match Making 

Transactions happen in two forms – 

1. Investment into companies / projects 

2. Trading of shares of companies 

One of the most important and fundamental requirement of any transaction to happen apart from 

the bid-buy-sell-settle process is the match making process between the bidder and the settler. It is 

more relevantly see in the investment form than in the trading form because the time to transaction 

is more during investment form than in trading. 

Trading Process 

In trading the same can have smaller cycles as the parties that enter trading have already seen 

investment happening in these companies and have gone through the due diligence and valuation 

process.  

Trading is possible only in companies that have on-boarded and the shares have found a trading 

value/ market value based on fundamentals (revenue, profits, orders, turnover, etc.) of the company 

and investment & investors in the company. Normally trading size is relatively smaller than the 

investment size. 

The trading process begins with the book valuation of the company’s shares based on fundamentals 
as well as market reaction to the value of its shares. Most of the times in trading, investors tend to 

look into short term gains keeping into view of the long term only when the fundamental of the 

company carries through with its financial ratios giving the outlook. 

Traders come into a buying mode or the bull run when the outlook appears to be promising and the 

share value of the company rises. Visa versa the traders tend to sell off during a bear run when the 

outlook appears to be discouraging and the share value of the company tends to fall. 
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A trade happens in both ways but always there are two parties involved in the transaction, the buyer 

side and the seller side. The seller side raises an offer to sell shares at a particular price based on the 

market trend and value. The buyer side accepts to purchase at a particular price. A match making 

process happens to check on the match between the buyer and the seller price and if the match is 

found the settlement process is initiated. The settlement process can be manual or automatic based 

on the model built in the systems. Standard operation procedure talks of a T+2 days as the 

settlement period where T is the date the transaction was accepted and initiated by the seller. 

Investment Process 

The investment process is a bit different in terms of having a longer duration of the investor staying 

into the investment. Hence, the choice of the investor to invest into a particular company is based 

on not only company valuation based on its fundamentals but also the projects of the revenue and 

performance of the company.  

The investor sometimes may deploy a team of valuators to evaluate a company through its due 

diligence system or use an automated system provide by the platform with the due diligence and 

valuation captured earlier of the on-boarded companies on the platform. 

A valuation reported from a certified valuator helps the investor to mitigate the risk of false 

information. Our platform proposes to have certified valuators on-boarded as well to take care of 

this risk. 

Match-making By Company 

The match-making system of ISF Exchange allows to – 

1. Match by the phase in which the company wants to raise funds namely, 1
st

 2
nd

 and so on. It 

depicts the number of rounds the company has gone through fund raising and was able to 

raise funds. 

2. Match by the category in which the company lies like Proprietary, Private, Limited Liability 

and Public 

3. Match by the sector in which the company operates namely, Education, Manufacturing, 

Agriculture, etc. 

4. Match by investor’s category like seed, angel, venture capitalist, institutional, private equity 
or a strategic investor 

Based on the above combination of the matching criteria the suitable investors are shortlisted 

and shown for a particular promoter’s company in the “Match making by Company” view. Like 
wise  

Match-making By Investor 

The match-making system of ISF Exchange allows to – 

1. Match by the phase in which the investor wants to invest funds namely, 1
st

 2
nd

 and so on. It 

depicts which round the investor wants to participate in the  fund raising process. 

2. Match by the category in which category the investor likes to invest into like Proprietary, 

Private, Limited Liability and Public 
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3. Match by the sector in which sector the investor likes to invest into namely, Education, 

Manufacturing, Agriculture, etc. 

4. Match by promoter’s category like seed, angel, venture capitalist, institutional, private 
equity or a strategic investor 

Based on the above combination of the matching criteria the suitable promoters are shortlisted 

and shown for a particular investor/ investment company in the “Match making by Investor” 
view.  

Closing Procedures 

The closing procedures are initiated by the admin when there is a match between the promoter and 

the investor, wherein both the parties have agreed to look forward for a deal and agreement 

thereby. The procedures involve 

1. Signing of Memorandum of understanding & Non-disclosure agreement between the 

promoter and the investor 

2. Transfer of funds from the investor e-wallet to the promoters’ e-wallet 

3. Transfer of shares from the promoters’ e-vault to the investor e-vault 

This would require video-conferencing between the two parties, upload of the updated share 

certificate into investors’ e-vault and transfer of funds from investor’s e-wallet to promoter e-wallet. 

The whole transaction once done can’t be reversed. The admin makes sure that the funds are 
transferred electronically and the duely signed share documents, after transfer of shares from the 

promoter to the investor, are as well put in the e-vault. 

Methodology  

Process Flow Promoter  

 The promoter goes through the process of registration. 

 After that, the Know Your Customer (KYC) process is done. 

 Then after successfully doing the KYC, the promoter logs in. 

 After that the promoter is being onboarded. 

 For on-boarding, the promoter has 2 options to pay: 

o The first being equity dilution of X% and 

o The second being an upfront onboarding fee. 

 Then the promoter is being listed on the platform. 

 The platform then after the success of the start up charges the promoter in 2 ways. 

The first being Z % success fee on the funds raised and the second being Y% more 

equity dilution. 
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Process Flow Investor 

 The investor goes through the process of registration. 

 After that, the Know Your Customer process is done. 

 Then after successfully doing KYC, the investor logs in. 

 After that the investor is being onboarded. 

 Then the investor is being categorised into different categories like Seed, Angel, 

Private Equity, Venture Capitalist. 

 And the details of the investors are being recorded. 

 Then the Wallet comes into place which supports the transactions. And the currency 

being used is FIAT i.e., cash currency. 

 

Match-making Process 

The promoter does the following: 
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Finalization/ Closing Procdure Process  
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Feature List & USP  

 Users such as promoters and investors are provided a common platform. 

 Users are provided the facility to raise funds. 

 Investors needs can be easily identified hence the time for finding the right promoter is 

saved. 

 Project Documentation  

1. Information memorandum as a teaser for the investor.  

2. Proper pitch deck for the investor presentation.  

3. Detailed project report for deep dive. 

4.  Financial and marketing strategy model.  

 Match Making: The most important feature that  Exchange addresses are the matchmaking 

process which is dependent on 

1. Sector matching 

2. Quantum of fund required versus the investors’ risk appetite 

3.  Nature & type of funding like Seed, Angel, Venture Capital or Private Equity and 

respective series. 

4. Valuation of the project. 

5. Quantum of equity that would be diluted. 

6. Duration of the fund requirement. 

7. Exit strategy for the investor. 

8. Risk Factors and mitigation strategy 

  Due Diligence 

1. Promoters are provided with the probable list of investors 

2. Investors are provided with the probable list of projects that they might like to 

invest 

Unique Selling Proposition 

 It also provides the investors excellent opportunity to invest in high risk high returns kind of 

companies and ideas (Companies). 

 Enables conduction of due-diligence, financial projections of promoters’ company and 
thereby company valuation. 

 Allows the match-making process to happen for a promoter’s project. 
 Allow investment to happen in the promoter’s company. 
 Enables trading process for the listed companies thus allowing bid-buy-ask-sell transaction. 

 Give a clear picture of the transactions in e-wallet and e-vault of the promoter and the 

investor respectively and updated accounts statements at all point of time. 

 Enable tickers to run through displaying trading values and company list. 
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Technology Stack 

 Apache Server. 

 SCSS, Angular & Node JS, Python. 

 MySQL. 

 SaaS Model Cloud Services. 

 Permissioned Blockchain Fabric & Composer (Hyper ledger). 

 API based services. 

 Alignment to standards & regulations. 

 AI API’s. 
 Statistical Analysis System (SAS). 
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Go-to-Market Strategy 

 Target Customer - Email User, Sensitive Industry. 

  Segments – Individuals, Corporates. 

 The ISF start-up exchange has a Two-pronged strategy. 

1. Investor On-boarding 

Investor community is built on the platform through our offline network. 

2. Start-up On-boarding 

Chunk of companies to be on boarded come through our product “Pitch Deck”. 
 New companies are constantly reached and on-boarded after thoroughly understanding 

there fund requirements and goals. 

 The platform also provides a common space for companies to interconnect, unite and 

achieve more  with mutual co-operation 

 

Individuals 

• Social Media 

• Google Ads 

• Free Trial Period 

• Email 

• Word of Mouth 

Corporates 

• Events 

• Tele-calling 

• Free Trail Period 

• Email 

• Regional B2B Sales Team 
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Competitive analysis 

 Let’s Venture 

 FundersClub 

 SeedInvest 

 Seedrs 

 OurCrowd 

 WeFunder 

 MicroVentures 

 RISE HongKong 

 Entrepreneur India  

 CrowdCube 

 Indiegogo 

 Propel(x) 

 

Partnership & Synergy 

 ISF Exchange seeks partnership with global institutes, universities & collaborators to co-build 

the eco-system. 

 Create jobs in the ecosystem. 

 Build Communities. 
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Financial Strategy 

 Revenue Stream  

• Platform Member Subscription Charges 

• Sale of Fraud & Scam Research Report 

 Source of Funds 

• Seed Funding 

• Grants 

• Incubation by Accelerators 

• Revenue YoY 

 

 

 Application of Funds 

As Product Development & Testing phase is complete funds required is 0.154 Million USD 

for a year for 

 Marketing, Business & Alliance Development 

 Infrastructure, IP/R&D and Support 

 In 2017, more than 3.7 billion people had at least one email account. By the end of 2021, 

the number of worldwide email users will exceed 4.1 billion. CAGR stands to be 27%. 

 Our aim is to cover US, EU and India in the first year of our operation. 

 A corporate potential in three territories combined is above 60 million companies. Each 

company is a potential target of ISF Exchange. 

 We expect a market penetration of 1% the first year. 

 

 

 

Row Labels Sum of Sum of FY1 

Development                36,91,429  

Infrastructure                   4,28,222  

Management                   4,01,190  

Marketing & Sales                34,67,857  

Operations                33,30,000  

Grand Total             1,13,18,698  
 

 

Developme

nt 

33% 

Infrastruct

ure 

4% 

Manageme

nt 

3% 

Marketing 

& Sales 

31% 

Operations 

29% 

Cost Breakdown - ISF Exchange 
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Cost Projections 

The first five years cost projections are as below:- 

Row Labels Sum of FY1 Sum of FY2 Sum of FY3 Sum of FY4 Sum of FY5 

Development      36,91,429                  -                    -                    -                        -    

Infrastructure        4,28,222         42,822         47,104         54,170            62,296  

Management        4,01,190      4,41,310      4,85,440      5,58,257         6,41,995  

Marketing & Sales      34,67,857   38,14,643   41,96,107   46,15,718       50,77,290  

Operations      33,30,000   36,63,000   40,29,300   46,33,695       53,28,749  

Grand Total  1,13,18,698   79,61,775   87,57,952   98,61,840   1,11,10,330  

 

 

 

Platform’s Revenue sources 

 On each on-boarding through our ISF Exchange, A% of equity is charged at the time of on-

boarding. 

 Upon successful fundraising through our platform, either a equity of  additional B% is charged 

or A% of the total fund raised through the ISF   Exchange is charged. 

 

 

 -
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 40,00,000
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Sum of FY2

Sum of FY3

Sum of FY4

Sum of FY5
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Pricing Strategy 

 

 

  

Sr. No. Product ID Product Name Website Pricing Model

5 ES04 ISFExchange www.isfexchange.com Listing & Fundraising

Sr. No. Plan When Deal Type Investor Reach Equity Success Fee/ Add. Equity Total Equity Amount (USD) Amount (INR)

1 Basic On Listing Best Deal Low 5% 10% 15% 10.00                     740                     

2 Standard On Listing Ideal Deal Low to Medium 7% 8% 15% 100.00                   7,400                 

3 Gold On Listing Effective Deal Medium to Large 8% 7% 15% 150.00                   11,100               

4 Platinum On Listing Premium Deal All 10% 5% 15% 175.00                   12,950               

ISFExchange Pricing
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Financial Projections 

India 

As we target to do first business in India we have deep dived into the numbers in the most 

conservative model as below 

 

9.62 INR Crores is around 1303936.27 USD  

  

Note All figures in INR 1 USD 74 Qty % 100% 100% 75% 50%

Price % 10% 15% 15% 20%

Success % 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Transaction % 10.00% 20.00% 30.00% 40.00%

          Fee %

Base Price/ 

Amount 

Raised FY1 FY2 FY3 FY4 FY5 Total (INR) Total (INR Crores)

Product ID Product Name Deal Type Quantity 78                     156             312                546                819                

ES04 ISF Exchange Best Deal Price 740                57,720             1,15,440    2,30,880       4,04,040       6,06,060       14,14,140     

Quantity 78                     156             312                546                819                

Ideal Deal Price 7,400             5,77,200         11,54,400 23,08,800     40,40,400     60,60,600     1,41,41,400 

Quantity 78                     156             312                546                819                

Effective Deal Price 11,100          8,65,800         17,31,600 34,63,200     60,60,600     90,90,900     2,12,12,100 

Quantity 78                     156             312                546                819                

Premium Deal Price 12,950          10,10,100       20,20,200 40,40,400     70,70,700     1,06,06,050 2,47,47,450 

Sub-Total 25,10,820       50,21,640 1,00,43,280 1,75,75,740 2,63,63,610 6,15,15,090 6.15                        

Product ID Product Name Deal Type Quantity 78                     156             312                546                819                

ES04 ISF Exchange Best Deal Success Fee 7% 74,00,000     -                   -              -                 -                 -                 -                 

Quantity 78                     156             312                546                819                

Ideal Deal Success Fee 5% 1,48,00,000 -                   -              -                 -                 -                 -                 

Quantity 78                     156             312                546                819                

Effective Deal Success Fee 5% 2,22,00,000 -                   -              -                 -                 -                 -                 

Quantity 78                     156             312                546                819                

Premium Deal Success Fee 5% 2,96,00,000 -                   -              -                 -                 -                 -                 

Sub-Total -                   -              -                 -                 -                 -                 -                          

Product ID Product Name Deal Type Quantity 78               156                273                410                

ES04 ISF Exchange Best Deal Transaction Fee 0.01% 1,20,000       9,36,000    18,72,000     32,76,000     49,14,000     1,09,98,000 

Quantity 78               156                273                410                

Ideal Deal Transaction Fee 0.01% 60,000          9,36,000    18,72,000     32,76,000     49,14,000     1,09,98,000 

Quantity 78               156                273                410                

Effective Deal Transaction Fee 0.01% 30,000          7,02,000    14,04,000     24,57,000     36,85,500     82,48,500     

Quantity 78               156                273                410                

Premium Deal Transaction Fee 0.01% 12,000          3,74,400    7,48,800       13,10,400     19,65,600     43,99,200     

Sub-Total -                   29,48,400 58,96,800     1,03,19,400 1,54,79,100 3,46,43,700 3.46                        

25,10,820       79,70,040 1,59,40,080 2,78,95,140 4,18,42,710 9,61,58,790 9.62                        
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World-wide 

1. Considering only corporate business (B2B) with 1 user licence, no B2C considered. 

2. All figures in Million USD. 

3. International plan – 19 [local currency] per year or 1.5 [local currency] per month 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Income Statement & Analysis 

  

Sr. No. Product ID Product Name FY1 FY2 FY3 FY4 FY5 Total

1 ES04 ISFExchange 25,10,820          50,21,640       1,00,43,280 1,75,75,740 2,63,63,610 6,15,15,090 

2 ES04 ISF Exchange -                      -                   -                 -                 -                 -                 

3 ES04 ISF Exchange -                      29,48,400       58,96,800     1,03,19,400 1,54,79,100 3,46,43,700 

25,10,820          79,70,040       1,59,40,080 2,78,95,140 4,18,42,710 9,61,58,790 

0.25                    0.80                 1.59               2.79               4.18               9.62               

Cost Increase % 10% 10% 15% 15%

Sr. No. Product ID Product Name FY1 FY2 FY3 FY4 FY5 Total

1 ES04 ISFExchange 1,13,18,698       79,61,775       87,57,952     98,61,840     1,11,10,330 4,90,10,594 

1,13,18,698       79,61,775       87,57,952     98,61,840     1,11,10,330 4,90,10,594 

1.13                    0.80                 0.88               0.99               1.11               4.90               
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Net Present Value & Benefit Cost Ratio 

 

 

Breakeven Analysis 

 

  

Cost of Capital 11.00%

Inflation 10.00%

Present Value

Year Phase Cash Inflow Cash Out Flow Net Cash flow PVCF PVCI PVCO

1                    Investment Period (includes CAPEX) 0.25                      1.13                    (0.88)               -0.79 (0.79)             

2                    Investment Period 0.80                      0.80                    0.00                0.00 0.00              

3                    Repayment Period 1.59                      0.88                    0.72                0.53 0.53               

4                    Repayment Period 2.79                      0.99                    1.80                1.19 1.19               

5                    Repayment Period 4.18                      1.11                    3.07                1.82 1.82               

  Total  9.62                      4.90                    4.71                2.74              3.54              0.79              

Method Terminology Value Interpretation

PVCF Present Value Cost 2.74       

NPV Net Present Value 4.65       Positive - So Go ahead project

PVIC Present Value Cash Inflow 3.54      

PVCO Present Value Cash Outflow 0.79      

BCR Benefit Cost Ratio 4.46      More than 1, so Go ahead project

Year Turnover Expenses GOP

Overhead

s CAPEX

Expense + 

Overhead

Total 

Cost Depr. Tax PAT ROI

Profitabilit

y

Cumm. 

Sales

Cumm. 

Cost

Net 

Cashflow

1 0.25        0.70                                       (0.45)      0.39         0.04  1.09        1.13    -   -   -0.88      -77.82% -350.80% 0.25      1.13    (0.88)       

2 0.80        0.37                                       0.43       0.43         0.00  0.79        0.80    -   -   0.00       0.10% 0.10% 1.05      1.93    (0.88)       

3 1.59        0.40                                       1.19       0.47         0.00  0.87        0.88    -   -   0.72       82.01% 45.06% 2.64      2.80    (0.16)       

4 2.79        0.46                                       2.33       0.52         0.01  0.98        0.99    -   -   1.80       182.86% 64.65% 5.43      3.79    1.64        

5 4.18        0.53                                       3.65       0.57         0.01  1.10        1.11    -   -   3.07       276.61% 73.45% 9.62      4.90    4.71        

9.62        2.47                                       7.15       2.37        0.06  4.90    -  -  4.71       92.75% 45.81%
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Roadmap 

Date Milestone Status 

Sep 2019 Conceptualization - C Achieved 

Oct 2019 Promoter Side Coding Achieved 

Nov 2019 (β version) & Testing Achieved 

Dec 2019 Version 1 is live Achieved 

Jan 2020 Investor Side Coding Achieved 

Feb 2020 Version 2 goes live Achieved 

Mar 2020 Due Diligence module Coding Achieved 

Apr 2020 Matchmaking module Coding Achieved 

May 2020 Version 3 goes Live Achieved 

Jun 2020 Closing Procedures Goes Live Achieved 

Jul 2020 Mobile App – Android, IOS Achieved 

Aug  2020 Mobile App & IOS Testing , Go 

Live 

Achieved 

From then till now Marketing and Demos On-going process 
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